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Tie main objective of the CORRELATES OF
EFFECTIVE TEACHING PROJECT is to expand
the-number of teaching principles based
on documented findings from systematic
classroom research. The problems and
Rrocesses studied have been selected on
the basis 'of observation and consultation,
with teachers and cool personnel. Em-
phasis is on the study of the classroom
to discover hOw these processeS can be
conducted to'the greatest advantage of
teachers and indivi-dual students..

One of the projectIssmarjor efforts Was a
two-year study of teaching effectiveness
involving the ofthe claqs-
rooM behavlor of:tea&ers consistent in'
producing student lea'ening gains.

Since 1974 three other major data collec-
tion efforts were initiated and completedi

(I) STUDENT ATTRIBUTE STUDY whicll loOked
at student characteristics and behavidrs
and their effects on teachers.

'(2) FIRST GRADE READING GROUP, STUOY, an
experimental study designed to test'the
effectiveness of selected group management
techniques in teaching reading.

(3Y: JUNTOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDY, a follow up
on earlier, work from the second and third
grades of the influence pf teacher charao?-
teristics and behavior on students' cooni'llve

n,.") and affective gains.
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Interactions between Learner Cfiaracteristics

and Optimal Instruction

Jere E. Brophy

Thl University of Texas at Austin

Report No. 75-17

(

This paper is, ark expansi)on of la paper of the same title delivered

'1)N/Dr. Brophy as part of a syMposium entitled""The Contributions of Social.
Psychology to Education," a1 the annual meeting of the American Psychological
Association, Chicago, Illinois,1975.

This is a prepublication dialiter of a book tentatively titled The

' social psychology of education: Theory and research (Danierepar-Tal and
Leonard Saxb, edit9rs; Hemisphere Publishing Corporation,, in press).

The author wishes to acknowledge' and thank W. John Crawford, .Carolyn

M. Evertson, and, homas L. Good for,their critical reactions to ,earlier
versions Of this paper, and Gwen Newman'for her assistance in manuscript

preparation.
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Interactions between Learner.

My personat and professional - interests center primarilY on individuals

Altherttlan4groups, sa_My major interetts related topthe

C-
,

social psychology and education center on questions about

interface betwee,

how psychologica

to can'be:used taeindimidualize ipstruction to maximize outcomes for all.

I am interested iri group
(,

dynamics and group leadership, but these topics

are covered by lyaders i,n the field lmother chapters of this volume. '.Con-

sequently, i w1/11 concentrate on another area of-interface between social"

psychology ane education which is of special interest to me: group and

individual /1ifferences.

In using on group and individual differences that appear to have

implications for education, I make no attempt to differentiate sharply'
.

between social psychology and refaced areas,'such as perggality psychojcgy

or the,psyChology of individual dilferenirs. I believe that these fields

merge into orM-another and are mutually supportive. Social psychologists

will note that only:some of-the learner characteristics 40 I will, discuss

v/
represent research traditions that clearly fit within social, psychology as

commonly defined. Others involve social and personal traits not always.

addressed by social psychology as 'such, although all are products of

SOCialization". .However, because the primary,goalof th'is paper is to call

attention to learher characteristics which may'h ve important impl'icationg

for optimizing instrucfion,'I will concentra on this effort, making no

systematic attempt to classify charact stics according to whether they

are representative of, social psychology.4

J'
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Observed Group Differences as Characteristic's

1L--- . ,
.

Social psychtlogists and other researchers have identified numerous

sex and race differences, andalso differences between identifiable groups

such as ethnic groups or social class groups; It should be stated at the

outset that these group differences are relative rather than absolute, and

that variance within groups almost always is much, greaten than variance

between groups,. Thus, although group membership is a useful indicant,

.u.ltimately'the, unique characteriStics of individuals must be used as
/Al

criteria for making decisions about how they shouldioe treated.

In addition to obseMed differences among groups, numerous individual
. ,

differences that develop overVme are relevant to the school experFence.

It_is possible to fl-M groups of individuals who are similar on one or. more

of,these. characteristics for purposes of presdr.iiptive instruction. For

.

example, itis possible to separate introverts from extroverts or students
..,- .

oriented towardstowards 'competition from Students'oriente4',4owards cooperation. Of
,

also is possible -1-o deliberately mix these types of sfUdents in order to

form heterogeneous groups with respect to these learner characteristics.

I

.Aolatching )nstructron.to Learner Characterjsf'its

l .

. -1,
..- ,

The existence of such learner chafacteristks naturally leads to questions

about howknowiedge about them might _be used to improve the schbol experiences

I'of sane or even all S'eu ants. Presumably, by :individualizing instruction "-

or py grouping students according to ,relevant learner characteristics, i-c;;Jchr;r:
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can arrange for different student's to be taught differently. Ideally,

1111

all students would be taught with the approaches that were most I ikor
to succeed with them.

a
The basic' idea is hardly new. It is-at l'east implied in such

familiar phrases as indiviidualization, pcescripNve teaching, diagnostic

teaching, and "teaching the'whole child." Furthermore, the concept of

aptitude by treatmententeraction was discussed in detail by Cronbach (1957),*

_and Interest in this topic has-continued ever since../"Aptitude by treatment

interaction" refers to the possibility'of,interacti-onal (differential)

1-1B.

relationships between different treatments (in.-this case, different_instruc-

tional approaches) and learner aptitudes. 'That is, an interaction between
. p

treatment and aptitude would exist when one method worked better with

brighter students, while another method worked better with duller student,.

Unfortunately, the term ''aptitude by-*r eitment interaction" is a

I ittle.-186 narrow, because it focuses on learner aptitude alone. As Cron-

bach (1975) himself notes in an important recent review, numerous cultural,

.motivatiOnal, personal preference, and pe3rsonality characteristics also are

)

1

known Or suspected to interact with instructional,vriables to determihe

AN..' r 0".

. student outcomes. Cohsequently, I prefer the broader 'term "learner charac-

teristics." Thisincludes kny group or individual difference that night

'be relevant for differential educational practice,

The I iteratureon aptitude by treatment irlotecaction has been dis-
-/

anointing. Bracht (1970) conducted an extensive survey of it, end found

that the percentage of studieS,reporting a significant aptitude by treat-
4

ment interaction was 9ply aboutawhat would Peexpected by chance. Further-
II

4..
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more, the studies that did show significant interactions usually involveq

personality variables rather than- aptitude variables. Studies completed

since.Bracht's revieuhave been more promising (Cronbach; 1975), although
1.1

no"one has succeeded yet in identifying interactions powerful enough to

motivate educators to incorporate them systematically. Thus,-at the

moment, the,logic of an interactional approach to instructional plMning,

is theoretically sound, but the approach has not been employed in praCtice

successfully yet.

However, many of the studies which failed to find preJicted inter-

actions used weak treatments which were unlikely/to have much effect in

the first place. Many others used extremeFy artificial treatments unlikely

to generaliz'e to typical classrooms. In fact; most of,,them involved in-

'clividual study of programmed material, so it can be questioned whether there

was anyreal basis for expecting their resufts.to generalize to classroom 4

instruction. Thus, perhaps researcherslooking for interactions have not

been looking in the right places.

Furthermore, Hunt .(197) recently-has argued that operationlly de-
.

fining such interactions as a sign(ficent iliteraction .in an analysis of-

/

variance is artiflillal and overltrict,"tending to mask interactions,

that might reveal themselves if Methods he consjders more'appropriate were
4

used. He also calls f6r more attention to whether Or not the hypothesized

relatiohships among variabl-esfit individual cases. He makes,this point .vith a

-1/ thou t provoking example of a "generalja, which was inferred on the Oasis
4 4.

of group data, but which did not apply to a single indiVidual in thr; vr,u!
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> Hunt also goes 5eyontl ttle traditional treatment of this topic by

suggesting some needed new emphases. In particular, he calls for more

attention to the need to orchestrate, instructional approaches within,a'.'

,

developmental plan intended to move lqarners a long SyStematicall_y from-

where they are now towards higher goals (as opposed to simply responding

to learners as they' are,. without making any attempt to change'fhem). He

also stresses the
c

need for optimizing or matching instructional activities

to the-specific needs.of learn4s (which may change over time): His

analysis also contains several other useful and thought provoking ideas,
1

#

and I recommend it to readers interes 'Ped in.pursuin6 the topic....,

Similarly, Good and Power (in pressi.have deyeloped a sophisticated

and detailed model for optimizing instruction to.match lea.rner characteristics

asowell as learning tasks and learning environments. Here again, the emphasi-,

is on optimizing education by matching instructionalestrategies to )the

specifics of situations, rather th6n simplistically attempting to identify

and apply isolated aptitude by treatment interactions.

Other than occasional exceptions like these, howev'dr, the literature

on aptitude by treatment interactions has not beevery_encouraging to date.

In addition to questionable treatments, concern about defining what con-
.

stitutes an interaction, and the relative neglect of personality and social

variables, the search for aptitude by treatment interactions, as it has been

carried on so far,at least, has established certain convention; that appear

questionable at best.

First, there is atendency.to assume that instruction should be

arranged so as to accommodate the learners' preferences or strengths and

S
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avoid their dislikes or weaknesSes. .The idea here is that4learning will

proceed best when it ins enjoyable and easy,,j6,that it should be made as

enjoyable and easy ds possible. However, often Implicit benefh all this

. is the additional idea that individuals - taught with different methods

/ultimately will'arriveiat the same place. This obviously is not true

as a general rule. In fact, I suspect that it% rs the rare exception.

Both logic data suggest that if preexisting difterences are reinforced,

these differences will increase: Thus, it may well be true that short term

hearning can be improvedby presenting, material visually to learners
4
who are

visually oriented and orally to learners who ate verbally oriented. However,

.-
this does not mean that either group necessarily w H be'better off in (he

long ugoif taught this way all the time. In fact,theria is'reason to

0
believe that both groups w1111 be less well off in the Long run.

A second assumption, which sometimes appears with and sometimes

instead of the-first, is "simply that it is better to pitch to strengths

and avoid weaknesses than to do the opposite., Again, while this may be

true in the short run, 't usually is not true in the on ,run. In partictilar,

It is not true where weakness areas have societal importance.. That is, if

individuals must develop their weakness areas up to at lest minimal levels

in order 1-45\cope sticcessfully with societalidemands, their long Kun interests

are served best by concentrating on these weakness areas, even though they

may find this less enjoyable and more difficult in the short run.
.

Examples are easy to identify.' Individuals WI° speak no Englkh will

learn most easily if taught in'the language they already speak.: However,

if they must function in an English speaking society, they Will be at a,
116

r
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severe handicap, no matter hoW much else they may have learned, if they

do not 4come proficient in English.

.To.take a less obvious example, consider indivi.duals who are weak

in verbal aptitudes but strong in mechanical and spatial apTitUdes. This

pattern probably will show itself in their, school achievement,and occupational

and avocational interests. "If they are high achievers, such indkiduals

pr;obabLy should go into physical science or engineering rather than law or

the humanities. People with similar patterns but less general ability end /or
4

opportunity should go into auto mechanics or-applicance repair rather th

,sales or other lobs that require reliance On-verbal skirls; However, verbal

skills are so important for everyday functioning in society, regardless of

4
one's' occupation, that they must by mastered to at least some minimal level

by-everyone (for example, functional literacy. jn reading and writing skills,

and sufficient development of veripal. expression skills to enable the person'

to communicate effectively).
. .

In summary, most writers who have concerned themselves with interactions.

between learner characteri.sticsand optimal instruction haiie counseled r'tchin9)

to strengths acrd avoiding weaknesses,don the asgumption that thi'''s would bring

everyone to the same place but with more enjoyment and less difficirIty (for :

exceptions, see Hunt,.075,6and Good and' Power, in press)... How vrJr, anallpses
. .

of these assumptions reveal that pitching to strengths and avoiding weaknesses
,

is more kikelylo increase individual -differences an-d take people to different

end poilkts. Furthermore, if weaknesses are in areas of great societal im-
_ .

portance, it is essential that i'ndivtduals attain,at least minimal levels of '._

competence, even though this majrte unpleasant and/or 'difficdfor them'.
.
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.
It sh6uld be noted,that this is no easy task-. -Shoring up weaknesses

e, 1 /-

r

I

. often i a difficult and painful' pr'bpcess at besti and if it. is'botched; '

it can, backfire and make things considerably WOrse. i-lowever, it-o ften is
. ..',..--.

.4
r

advi$able or ever essential.

, _4 ...'. ..,,,

Learner Characteristics andlifferential Practices

.

Bearing these cautions, !et u opnsider sOme learner charec-
ato I

teristics which m9y have implikations for differential educdional treatment'
ti

4

of different students. In each case, the existence of the group or'Lndividua.1-

difference implies that learning might bp'optimized for all if it were matched,

to the spectfic needs of each student. However, we .need to consider the ..

)
. .- . .

question of what constitAes an ideal match. As we will see, this is dif-
.

-/,. . -)p-, I
..

ficult toodetermine for most. of the characteri,sti,os-disoussei.
,

. ...----

' Cooperation vs. Competitionon

. ,

Studies of motivational structures have revetled that some individuals

. are competitive and prefer competitive situations, while others tend to be

cooperative and to preer cooperative situations. -')This difference tends. to

be related to achievement motivation, although there, is no necestary,re-:

lationshipabetween competitiveness.and achievement fiotivation'if achieyement.

A
.

motivation is defi5ed as an orientation towards competing with internal

standards of excellence (vs. competing with other individuals) For a good

review of this research and a discussion of,4ipsed,ucatronal implications, see

Johnson and Johnson 1I974).

If

.

. 4
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yt addition to these studies of individual differences, Kagan and

Madsen (1972) and' their associates: have conducted a series'of'

which reveal a rather'clear cut difference-6etleen Mexican and American
s'. 4

. ,
students on this dimension. Mexican children spontanepusk/

NM.

groups and -work together in problem solving situations, dhile American.

.

children (both black and white and kith middle. class'and lower clas) tend
, .

.

to compete.as indiv.iduals. In both Cultural groups, these tenderkieg are -

,

strlkingly strong, at least among boyazt-gometimes to the point where they

",

become setf-defeatihg Mexicans sometimes are cooperative when it

is in their best interests to be competitive, and American sometimes are

competitive when, it is in-their best interests to be Cooperatiy1):, Other

. _

researchers heye'found other cultural differences of a similar nature

(Miller .and Thoma l9/2): Within American culture, there also are racy

and rural-urban differeces of a similar nature (Jotpson and Johnson, 1974).
+4

.1 1

These data imply that American boys Will bemotivaIed positively by-
I.

e...

oppOrtunities to compete as individuals for sot& kind of prize or.recognition, ,

. , .

end that they will respond neutrally or everi negafiyely to attempts to'get
..".'

. ,0P'them to cooperaJ-e. Conversely, it appears that Mexican boys respond veryery - ,

, a .4
,

:meld to Opportunities to work together in group problem solving situations
. A

M -yr
.

fealIeing cooperation it would respond negativelyto attemPts fo get them 4. s,

!
to compete a§ individuals. 'Thus, pitch strengths (preferences, inin g.to

, .

.;
this case) probabry would maximize MotliOeticm for each -group, at Yeast in '4

. .

the short eun.,
4

.
. .,

1

Howevet, note th4t Mexican boys' eferencesfor Cookratiort and, .

. *14,

American boys' preferences for competition are so strong as td be igappro-
,

.

priate and self-deteating in certain situations. Thus, one could argue -

13
ti
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I
that, anything,' Mexican bOys need' to be sOcialized to become more comr

petithie., at least where competition is adaptive, and that American boys

need to learn 1-o become more cooperative, at least where cooperation is

adaptive. one accepts the proposition that the school hast social ij

,zation function 'as well as -a purely educational one, it tollows that, in

this-case,:optimizin the educational experP'ences of all students involves

shoring up weaknesses rather than pitching to strengths.

. .

)

-
p

4111rning in Individual vs. Group Settings

A related individual and cultural difference is a preference for

41.

learning 'individually vs. as part of group. Here,, Mexican boys appear

to prefer group seftings and American boys to prefer individual. settings.

Individuals within each "culture diffeev more in such preferences(SutteF,

1967). Here again, the Implicatio, to/education seems to be that soc iali-
,

zation towards an appreciation of (or at least an ability to exhibit when

necessary) the non-preferred mode of learning is needed.

Individual vs. Group Reward Contingencies

Studies involving applications of behavior modification proceddres

to schooling have shown that some students show a definite preferency for

.individual rewards, while others,show.a definite prefer'ence for group

rewards. Among other things, th highest achievers tend to prefer indi-
,

vidal rewards and the lowest achievers'toiprefer gropp rewards.. Similarly,
4

"over- achievers" tendto prefer individual rewards, while "under-achievers"

tend to prefer group rewards (Hartup 1970).

14
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In this case, t see no simple solution. Pitching to strengths will

4 only increase Iroup41fferences, and p eitaps create e litIlist attitudes in

students who prefer individual, rewards and alienation in students" who

prefer group rewards.., On the other hand, constant exposure to the nor*

. preferred reward contingencies is likely to irritate and discourage high

ecbievers who feel that they are pulling more than their weight $usUally ,

correctly), and it might also.cause squabbles among students: For example,

the harder workers might blame and reject the students wilo did no4work as

hard-,if the group failed to get rewarded or did not get rewardS that it

could have gotten if it,performed better.

All things considered, I wo)tlld recommend a combination apOroach,

offering each type of reward cOntingenay at differeNCtimes. Also, group,

reward contingencies could be made more attractive to some students by

adding bonuses for those wtao worked the hardest and thus were most responsi -fr

ble for the success of the group as a Ohole. This would retain some of the

incentive for the harder workers to continue to work hard, but at the same

time would provid&some incentive for them to help rather than blame theft

fellow group members.

Meanwhile, 'tftose who did not work as hard probably would prefer this

arrangement to continuous individual competition. They would get help from

fellow students in the group, which would improve their own.performances,

but the group performance still usually would be higher than their own, so

that they'wobld get/More rewards thanif they worked alone. At the same time,

there would be some group pressure on them to work harder and pull their own

weigh. This proposed solution involves going part way to satisfy both groups,

.14

1
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but -it retains elements af'the non-preferred i centive system in order

to apply some pressure on both 4Apseof stu nAto change in desirable

directions (note, however, that it assume that rewards are scaled to

ability Aevels and thus-contingeptcupon ffort4 not absolute ormance>.--
.

introversion- Extroversion

Introverts tend not to volurit r information or call-out answers

during class cussions, an hen called upon by teachers tiity often are

shy rusque in responding. In aft case,_they do not .enjoy responding

in public situations of this kind, and they usually will pot do so on
7"-

their own.initiative rn contrast,'troyerts usdally are more than

happy to answer often call out responses frequently and have to be reminded
Oak

to keep quiet and respect orillar"studepts' turns, and tend to give chatty
4(

and detailed responses. If teachers only-call on students who raise their

. a ,

hands, the introverts will not respqnd often. Conversely, if teachers
t ,

wan

1

to equalize individual.participatjonin group diyussions,they will
,,

e to go out of their way to ignore or emen stifle extrovertS and call
/

upon introverts-to participate involuntarily (Brophy and Good, 1974).

Here-again, it is not possible to draw simple implications for optimal

learning. If teachers follow the students' prefetences, .rareljr

will participate in public discussions., This strikes most. observers as
1

.-..

Nat ,

intuitively wrong, partly because it seems "unfair" to allow extroverts to

dominate the conversaffon, and partly beCause'of -the fear that continued..

. deference to the preferences of introverts will reinforce these preferences

and ultimately harm both their'achievemert and their social adjustment.
,

These arguments are otcomjOelling, but they do have face validity for many.*

. 16 °
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However,, the idea that teachei-s'should attempt to equalize parti-

cipation in classroom discussions has many problems connected with'it.
a ,r

W

First, continually stifling the extroverts is Iftely to irritate them and

diminish their motivation, and possibly, also to cut short potentially

creatlye and important contributiOns.' Also, an experiment involving'

deliberately call.in4 onstpdents who did,not volunteer to participate in
. _

classroom discOsions indicaterthat this tactic backfired (Schultz and

Dangel, 1972).

Here again, neither extreme is satisfactory. I think I would advise

teachers 4partral1y accommodate student ferences by allowing - extroverts

to participate more often than introverts and,by avoiding forcing introverts

to participate when they clearly do not want to. At the same time, however,

a.

I ,Would. advise making an effort. to socialize extroverts to raise their hands

and get recognized efore speaking out, and, more generally, to respect their'

classmates' "rights tohe floor.". C6nversely, I also would suggest that

teachers try to gradually condition'introvertS-.to respond more frequently,

b4t to do sq in non-threatening way, °

Among other things, this would mean avoiding "putting thestudent on
,

the spot,u.and being car44u1 to,see that their systematic 'behavior was not

recognized ads such by the students (so that introverts would not feel

sentment atteing "manipulated" or embarrassAent at bgin ingled out for

. special treatment by -the teacher). Another possibility' is more small-

group. interactions for introverts. The combination of a smaller., more

intimate group setting and the absence of the more extreme extroverts

would make it easier for Introverts to participate without undue anxiety.

1-4
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Language Differences

The point-was made earlier that gtuden'ts who'-do not speak English

need to learn to express themselves:)adequately in English if they are
. .

to cope successfully with'American society. Few would argue w ith this,

although many have argued, 'about how schools should treat students who

speak Englis but with racial or geographical dialects. This is one

area where advocacy fore pitching to s r s SLabov, 1972; Baratz-and

Baratz,' 1970) has been recognized as inappr riate and criticized, so'

much,so that the idea now is-dying out (Hall, et'al., 1973; Copple and

) Sucj, 1974).

However, Jest a few years ago, many_indiyiduas, particUlarly lin-

guists and psycholinguists, were arguing that children who spoke 'black

4

or other presumed dialects4wifh or without specific names,should
N4 !L

be taught in the.diarects with which-they were familiar, either throughout

their schooling, or-bi- least for the first sever years. Subsequent

cr itical arguments al0 empirical' investigations,have established that this

.approachwOuld be. a.mistake, compounding rather than easing the problems

of the people_meent tolgpeft by it.

There now is general agreement that teachers Should not reject or

punish students for spontaneous use of language spoken in their home, neigh-
.

' 'borhood,.or. cuFtural group. However, .there also is agreement that teachers

should provide good la nguage models for their-students; and that there Ls

;

noevidence to suppOrt the systematic use of dialects during instruction.

Formonol ingual 'Viglish speakers at, least, the whole topic is rapidly dis-.

appearting as an issue, as it becomes eviident that'everyone'has a dialect,

whetherl'or not it is igted.

4:5
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The s'ituation'is somewhat different with individuals for whom' English

is a second lahguage, most notably.Spanishtsprkers ofigin;1 ly from Lath;
.

. : I t -1
-.-

AmerFca. while thbre now it-agr?emerkt that these individuals need to

1 . ;

learn English, it still is. aitued thdtithey can'progress in sanDoi most

- -

satisfactorily. if taught' initially in Spanish that is their(doiniri)nt

languagAand them phasedintO EngiIsh after basic concepts have been
4

taught in.the nallve tongue (Nedier; h972)., This remains' a viable poS.7
.

sibility., because Uresently available data are both sparsvand' inconclusive..

However, this a'rea 's,one presently proMising possaibiiiSy,for a ilrilly .,

t 4.,
.

_ .

practical, interaction .between learner characteristi4 and, initruction, and

it is one of'ithe relatively feW that would 'involve pitching to strengths;

atlleast 4or a time.

\..)/

Soc ial Group Differences

Social psychOlogy has revealed a-large number and vari,,ety.of dif-,
,

ferencestetween-v6iieus'gr'oups e,thnic, cuitural, social class,

etc.) These provide pOtential bases upon which to,dev lop educational

experiences planApd specifidaHY fd particular groups, So 'far, the most

progress probably has been made in the development of-special.curricula

and materials for black studehts. BaiedcfindiriA that individual's tend

to identify most easily with models similar to themselves, efforts have

been made to include black individuals in stories and pictures im school

books, to include previously ignored blacks in history books; and, at

)1.
/

higher levels, to develop block stuZre,s, programs.

1
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However, other attempts in this area have not fared's°, well. Re-

jection of-the idea of teaching in black dialect has beerrmentioned. al readyA

rIlso, although it has been important to introduce black teachers into

schools serving black children where none existed previously, most blacks

reject the idea of an entirely black .faculty or student body. They believe

that whatever gains such segregation might bring are less Tmpresssive than

those associated with integrated. education (other things,being equal,, of

'course, which they seldom are).

The <>ems of efforts to build educational programs targeted

specifically for blacks probqbly is representative of simiipr efforts

aimed at other groups. After much-trial and error, the ultimate resolbtion

usually involves agreement that the min9city group Should notbe punished

for Culturally-approved behavior and tlibt,mtinority group models and his-

torical figures should berncluded in the curriculum, but that otherwise,

the schools shgu1.d-4concentrate on teaching the same things that 'are taught

to everyone else.

In short,tthe resolution usually involves essentially negative pre-b-

scriptions (do not punish culturally sanctioned behavior). F3ositive pre

scriptions usually are limited to the inclusion of.appropriate models and

historical figures in the curriculum and to accommodation to group pre-

ferences in foods, sports, music, and other school activities outside of

the basic ciRiculum. However, attempts to go beyond this by substituting

culturally specific instruction for the "standard" curriculum :usually are

'resisted.

(
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, .

An-additionel problem that often complicates attempts, to change
4

schoo s to.accommodate to the needs.of minority groups is a tendencyjo

oonfu e the'behavior of minority group members with their cult(ire.

ti behaviorvdculture are equated, a serious mistake, in my opj,ni

Many individuals show certain.behaviOrs habitually because they are

accustomed to them or because they never have. been expoSed tOonythin

else, but not because they are part of a,"cuiture"- which is positive!

v r

valued or even consciously considered. This happens especially regularLy

with.dial. class differences.

.

physYcal punishment.in disciplining their children than middle cies§

se

For example, it'is true that lower class parents rse much more.

.

parents dd' (on average), but It would incorrect to call this'be- .(

.

( havior. "cultural" or to imply that it is done because the parents have

considered the mat*er,carefully and decrded,thWthis is the best way
,,.

i.
,* , ,

to raise children. Quite the contrary.- Research with lower cl-ass parents

consistehtly indicates that they realize that physical punishment is,futile

fin the long run,%but that they resort to it ifor.4pck ot'knowledge.of4vhat

else to do (Hess, 1970). Furthermore, few such parents wan the school to

employ physical ,punishment es a "standard" method of dealing with stiJdent

',problems.

In most cases,/Wer class individuals with limited education know

what they.want for theichil en (basically the s me things that everyone

i

else wants),, although they usually do-not'know ho to get them.' They

usually view the school as an instrumeht for upwa

I
.mobility, so they want
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their children fo get a gontrgrotindilg in the basic tool skills. of reading,

w riting, and arithmetic. They.want lchools to teach their children what

they need to know in order to sutceedin our society, not to reinforce

'/.17*Kat they know alr06-0,

However, there is some evidence that differential treatment of

- children from different social classes.can be beneficial to both, if

s" handled properly (Brophy and Evertson, 1975). In general, lower class

children tend to. lea'rn more jf. taught somewhat leSs but if taught more

'redundantly (smaller hunks, more ihdividualized and frvuent opportunities

to practice a'nd get feedbak). They also tend tosdo better if taught with

patience,and friendly encouragement.

inicontrast, children from higher SES homes respond bette5 when chat-
A

enged with more difficult material and taught at a brisker pace.: They

can learn more,in the amount of time, and they respond positively to

challeTlging and difficult' (although interesting) assignments. FuOtherl-

more, they seem not to need patience, encouragement, and warmth to the

degree I-he ower class children do. Sometimes, in 'fact, they respond

Vbetter'to critical demandingness than to patient encourage
rnE

Findings

like these have rather obvious, implications for differential'treatment

which wouldmaximize the achievement of children from different social

clasA backgrounds, although it should be noted that they refer only to

achievement and might need to be modified if. other goals were taken into

4

account Such as student attitudes tQward school).

22
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In any case, as.far as they gb, the data ,concerning dower class

\
children indicate that optimal teaching is achieved by counteracting

.

rather Illan 14forcingtpd motivatiohal-Strategies-to which they are

accustomed. Teachers who are most successful with them are warm,

patient, and encouraging, rather than threatening and punishing. With

high'SES students, im contrast, the, optimal teacher treatment is better"'

matched to the socialization methods used by most of their parents.

Victims of Discrimination

4

These considerations concerning race and so

some of the data on the dF4ferential instruction

class alsoapply to

needs of membrers of

ninority groups who are victims of prejudice and discrimination by domi-.

nant majorities. Although much research is available to document the

I
existence of discrimination and of the many,difficulties that such groups

encounter at school, few data are available to indicate what.can be done

about these problems. .The data that do exist suggest something similar,

to the ideas just discussed.

For example, St. John (1971) studied 36 teachers considered tb be
1(

exceptionally.sluccessfut in teaching..black children. She.concluded that,

410.0>.

as with the lower class children studied by Brophy and Evertson (1975),

the teachers who were most succe ful with these children were'the ones who

s
were the warmest and most patient and understanding. In general, liking the

teacher and feel, that the teacher liked them was more important to the

lear,ning of black children than was the belief -Nat the teacher was

4 ,especialry skilled, well organized, or otherwise effective in purely in-

structional matters. The reverse was true for White children.

23
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Meinfeld (1975) reported similar data in her studies of Alaskan

schools. She founfhat indian and Eskimo children 'experienced both

. cultpre shock and hostility and discrimination. when they made the tran-
,

_ /- ,

, 'sition from their cultdrally homogeneous village-Schools to city schools.
,

Anglo students who rived in the c,ttles Iddminated these'schools, and the-

, 4

Indian and-Eskimo cOldren who were bused in suffered discrimination and

related problems similar.to those suffered bylow incom blacks bused

into predominantly middle class Anglo schools.,

Kleinfeld identified two types of teachers who were ineffective with

these minority students; and one type that was notably effective. Some of

the ineffective teachers were prejudiced and discriminatory themselves,

harboring negative attitudes and loW expectations. Consequently, they

accomplished very little with the minority students.

Other ineffectual teachers had very positive affective responses,

towards these students. They felf very sorry for them and tried to do

I)

everything they could to make them eel comfortable and to try to help

.

"'atone" for the indignities that t ey were suffering at the hands of the

Anglo majority. However, at the same time, they harbored low expectations

concerning the Students' learning potent1af. As a result, they tried to

meet the students' affectivp needs (as they perceived them), but they did

not try to teach them much. They did not k that the students were

capable of learning much, and they did not/ wantito,"put Them on the spot"

or cause them to be embarrassed.

.

r
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The teacher who were effective with these.mnority students were

those who harbored,poSithie attitudes towards the students and did what
.

they could to pelpapalize instruction and make the students feel com-

fortable in their classrooms, but who also made every effort to teach

these students as much as they possibly could and to hold them responsi-

ble for completing assignments. Like the effective teachers of lower

class children in the Brophy and Evertson (1975) study; these effective

teachers combined high expectations'and a determination to teach with/

-
personalized. instruction and a willingness to meet students' affective

needs.
.

Data like these seem to indicate that ,children who are alienated

from school or learning experiences need a.ditferent'kind,of Instruction

than children who are highly motivated and generally successful. However,

this statementmust be taken in a developmental context. That iS, the

long range goal is to move learners as far as .,they can progress, -not,

' merely as far as they can progress if treated as alienated learners with

speica,1 needs. Thus, to the extent that teachers are effective in'meeting

special needs, such learners should become more and more like majority

group students. As this occurs, their'needs will change, so that they.

will benefit the most, at least cognitively, by being taught in ways

similar to the,ways that the dominant group. is taught.

4
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Achievement Motivation

4 ,

,
Individuals high in achletiement motivation, especially if they also

, 4.

are high in actual achievement, tend to respond better to criticism thah

,to praise. ecnversely, individuals !Ow in achievenient motivation,.especially

Df they also are low in actual achievement, tend to respond better to praise

than to criticism (Van de Riel-,..I964). This probably is part of the ex-

planation for the socialltlass differen mentiOned above, although other

factors no doubt are Involved too. in y case, the implications for

individuals with different motivational structures seem straightforward,

and in a sense they are. However, the implications for those high in

achievement motivation must be heavily qualified.

bob

First, criticism appears to be appropriate and to function as a

motivator only when students have done poorly for lack of effort or other

failures to apply themselves. No child who has been trying his or her

Lest should be criticized. Also, althbugh there are no definitive data

on the matter, it seems intuitively logical to hypothesize that the re-
.

Jationship between criticism and performance is curvilinear rather than

liearlePositive. Witwere ethiCal

it seems likely that exposing students

a constant diet of criticism every4tiMe

their learaing compared to that of 110mi

balance of praise and criticism.

to do so (and I do not think it is),

high in achievement motivation to

they made a mistake would impair

lar students given a more reasonable

k To put-thi's another way, in.the present case it appears that the.

X
-"findings" from social psychology are oversimplified and overgeneralized.

2'
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,

Experimental work usually InvolVed mild and'brief criticism given by
.... .

.

stringe e0erlimenters In pne- j'shot studies. this is vet4 different from

,

constant critici4m Nover
.
the coUrse of a schlk year frail tamdliar

.

teacher. Before the true impjicatitmer educat, can be setlforth,
-

Specification of effective vs. ineffective types of criticism, situations

-',-.#,A.where.critici-sm should or should not be given, and statements about the

probable optimal rate of criticism (and probably also of the optimal

4

rate for, praise) will be ne eded.

7

Need for Structure

'Individuals differing in conceptual levei respond differentially to

ttruCturea vs.wunstructured ethical-Jona!' experiArais (Hunt, i975).
.

4

Those high iri conceptdal level prefer and usualry to do bettefin less

.structured classrooms which placea*premium on individual initiative and

independent learninb through discovery and exploration.. Conversely,

. . -- .1,

indAiduals lower in conceptual level.both pfefer anthdo-better-in- ,
,

t . ,-

etigsrooms fea'furing tigW. structure by the teacher, clear 'cut assign-
.

. . A

ments.whith maximize specific demands and minimize student choice, objective

tests rather tild11 essay tests, and the like.

,..i----1/10thers working different perspectives (auttwrita0an.pensonality,

dogmatism, cognitive style, independence-deRendehceigphxiety, etc.) also

have found similar differences between individuais wh pcefer structured

.

situations in which authority figures SPelitout:Very clearly what wii be.
0 . - A

exp4ted of theiffyindividuals who prefer unstrutturedwiftuations Ober? .-,

# , f
O

-* .
C

2,.
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they were given a maximal cpportunity to choose and manage 'their own

learning experiences (Domino, 1,971; Dowaliby and Sqpumer, 1973).

Stgdents who differ in locus of cohtrol (Arlin, 1975) also differ

in need for structure. Licus of control refers to people's beliefs

about the degree to which they and their environments are subject to

their own control versus being out of personal control and dependent

upon such factors as God's will, fate,`chance, or luck. Individuals

who believe that they can control what happens to them tend to take action

to try to do so, and to, take personal responsibility for outcomes, good or

bad. IT contrast, the person' with an external locus of con trol tends

to feel poweiless in the face of strong and unpredictable for-6es. Instead

of taking control, such individuals feel that their roles are limited

taih.findiARg'odt-what forces are opera-Mg and attempting to respond to
,

them. They alsoend to feel less ,responsible for their own actions and

-their outcomes, because they ifeel less in control of the situations they

face. ; - .

Given- these qualities, itlis.not surprising that peopl with an

internal locus.of control tend to prefer more open.situa ons in which

they have freedom 811f choice about what to do-and' how to-do it, while
,

people with an external locUs
.

of control tend to prefer (perhaps the
-

. . ,

better term wobld be: "td feel
.

safer in") highly structured situations

in which they know exec.* what' td expect. They are willing;.to-give'uP

.

le the 'freedom associated with more open sitautions in exchange for the

security that cone's with highly structured situations..
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Here again, if we were to apply these date in the seemi.agly obvious

fashion, we would determine student preferences for structure and teach

trlose who prefer sturcture in a structured way and those who did not in

an unstructured way, thus maximizing the achievement and the'attitudes of

4'Aboth groups. To a degree, this seems defensible, perhaps even optimal.

If individuals both learn more and enjoy it Mbre when taught one way

. rather than the other, why not teach them the way that works best fore

them?

My only reservation here concerns the,possibiclity that some individuals

may be extreme in thei4references on this dimension; so that reinforcing

them systematically night ultimately create problems. For example,
Noh.

,

individUals who atrongly_prefer structure also tend 'to score in socially .

undesirable'directions o several personality and conceptual Style and

level measures, and there is gobd reason to believe that they would have
oP

difficulty in Otuations requiring independent thought and action. Such

individuals might manage.td avoid such situations. where possible, lot

they are. ot ikely,ta escape them altogether:. Thus, they will need at

least a minimal amount of practice (end hopefully success) at dealing with

situations that require independence in coping with unstructured situations.

,- Conversely, althoughindependence is generally valued and valuable,

_,.-

---- certain individuals will get into trouble with society irthey become so
.

.
.

. ,

fndependelf-tyatthey ignore environmental constraints and the rights,and -

1. p ' 4'.--..
,

?privileges of othecs. Also,' While their preferences foWreedom'from
47d.

...structure certainlare understandable, many situations inherentI involve

"t .

-L. structure, and.everyone has to learn to cope with them effectively,'rega.rdless
:

illof.thar Preferenbes.

. .

,

Ar 2 5. .
.

...

I'

dr
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Taking these considerations into account, then, ).would give a
_

qualified endorsement to the idea of rsponding differentially to 'students'

needs tor structure. However, I think that this shobld be done on an

.informal level and not carried to the extreme of testing everybody for

placement into different classes or, streams. Also, this dimension Is

anotheAne which seems-to hve:implications' for occupational counseling
4

and guidance. Unless there is sane evTdence of a 'desire to change and

some progress in Mai44,14Lchanges, individuals who prefer structure might

be guided-towards occupations that involve structure, and -individuals who,

resent structure might be guided towards occupations that place a premium

4 upon independence and creativity.

Sex Differences-

I am going to consider only one more group difference: sex differerices.

I have saved thisone forlast-because it affects everyone and probably is

"themostelusive, confusing, and perhaps controversial of the learner charac-

tersitics seriously being considered for its implications for differential

schfool)ng at the moment:, I 'believe that the'resolutiOn of this particular
, .

. .

,
involvesproblem value judgments rather than value=free facts almost com- .

pletely, so that i make no attempt to develop an integrated set of con-
.

clusions. However, I.do with to pint out some of the complexities that

4
are involved.

4, A

First; although a longlist of seA differences has been documented

repeatedly, it._appears that almost' all.of the differenoes,relevant to

education are determined cultur_ally rather than biologically (Brophy and
.
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Good, 1974). Given this, along with present upheaval in female con-

sciousness of role definitions and in s& roles' generally, there is reason

to believethat many of these sex differences will'diseppear.in thd near

future. Thus, any proposal for differential treatment of males and

females based upon existing sex 'differences is tenuous at best. For ,example,

very few females these days would go along with the idea of excluding` girls

, 4 .......,

from mathematics or sciefice classes on the ground that girls tend to have

more-difficulty with these subjects than boys do

A'related difficulty,with attempting to apply knowledge about sex

differences to 14ication is the problem of values mentioned previously.

Presently, there is much disagreement among people of all walks of life

concerning what are, or shOuld be, ideatIzed.le and female sex roles.

Consequently, any teachers who deliberately designed educational experienceS

4,
with. wtain.idealized sex roles in mind necessarily would be foisting

_values theistudents, and, indirectly, upon their fam4lies and the

community at large. If these values-conflicted sharply with th e of the

coMmunity, there undoubtedly-Would be trouble.

Even where difficulties are minor enough to allow the systematic

incorporation of seX role ideals into the design of education, the problems

of values an4inividual rights remain. Boys who take up activities

identi 'ed with girls,.and girls who take up activities identified with

boy itrobably will suffer a.degree of teasing, at the ery least, for

.being statistically abnormal 4and, in the minds of some, for being psy-

chologically abnormal). This is fine, if the students are prepared for

it, but teachers ihduld cheek this before.attempting to channel students
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into el-oSs-sex activities. Even In a school where cross-sex,activities-
,

and the "genera bokcept of androgeny are acceptl:the matter of individuai

rights still ins. What if a girl wants to grow up' to be a "pink

lady?" What if a lry..wants to be a malechauvinist pig?

These questions are not raiseddpurely in jests for they get to the
,

heart of the issues raised in this paper. Not everyone can identify

with the various characteristic's reviewed previously, but everyone has

ideas about sex roles and about what.should. or should not be done about

ithemin the schools. The complexities associated with these topics, and

the emotions experienced inithe process of thinking about them, are

representative of those experienced by individuals who the other

categories discussed previously. Thus, it will'help bring the issues

--'.home If you consider for a moment the implications of taking either.'

extremp,approach to implementing educational programs lapsed on obseNed,

sex differences.

If we want to build upon existing differences, we should segregate

--, . .

'the sexes and have male students taught bymale,teachers and female students

. ,

taught by femekile teachers. A few writers advocate this,- and not without

supporting argument's and data. kr particular, some feminists-have argued

that females are better off in all - female colleges, and comparisons of

. .

graduates of such collIges with,gra4uates of coeducational colleges usually

support the idea, "at least' to some .extent.

Yowever,,if we were to be thorough, we would go'beyond mere segre-

, :t

sation of the gexes'and'systematicaily socialize boys to become more ag-

4.
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gresive, competitive, independent, an spatially and Mechanicailly oriented

than they already are, and girls tip become more a fillative., dePe dent,

deferent, .and verbally oriented tharl they already

most. people as inherently stupid, but conceptually it is identical tg

re. This strikes

most proposed adaptations of educational experiencesto existing learner

differences. -4,

The opposite alternative would be a systematic attempt to obliterate

all sex differences and produce androgenous persons with identical'sex

roles (or to,be more exact, with no sex roles). This'strikes*many as the

ultimate solution. Even it is accepted in theory, however, reaiiSm

requires that it be approached slowly and carefully. Attempts,to make

dramatic and radical-breaks with traditional practice would create havoc

and almost certainly backfire, and we sfto not lose sight of'. the fact

I
'that this goal. is a value Judgment. Numerous unforeseen difficulties can

be expected if traditional se roles gradually disappear, and there always

remaiiins the possibility,thbt some irreducible minimum of SOE rote d3f-

." ferentiation may be necessary.

Developmental Considerations .

Most of the theorizing cbicerning optimizing instruction to match

learner characteristics has come from writers and researchers concerned

primarily with post-secondary'education, and most of the soccessful imr

,piementatiorS of these ideas are in college and university, settings.

Reflection on the Issues raised previously' suggests that this may not

7 7...

t-

4

*1

4
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be accidental. if the problem is viewed f om the perspective of develop-

mental psychology, It seems reasonable to co elude that ,the feaibIlity 1 .

of individualizing instruction varies with the developmental levels of

the students involved.

Most of the cautions expressed about misappl cation of ipdividuali-
,

Aation notions by pitching to strengths prematurel when an individuali's

long run best interests might be served ,better-by sh ring up weaknesses

imply that the individual still is in "the formative years." 'However,

individuals legally are adultS by the time they reach c lege, and it can

be argued;1-hat sch>s no longer have socialization respo ibilities

once their students have passed "the formative years" and a tained status

as adults who are responsible for themselves and fr to decid WhattpeY

want. Most observerS probably would agree that this is the has. with

4
respect to colleges, and many would extend this down at least to he high

school level.

In any case, once there is agreeme0t that the schoOl np longer § ould

attempt to'remediate weaknesses or socialize students In particular way

but instead should deal withthemas independent adults and attempt to

respond to their expressed needs and preferences, pitching to strengths

begins to make sense. This Is partly because adults are responsible for

their own choices and actions, even those that are lit-advised. Further-
,

more; as .adult status (however defined) becomes more and more clear, it

increasingly up to students to define and purse their own goals.

Correspondingly, it is increasingly encumbent upon schools to attempt

to assist ,them in this process. Schools always will be relsponsiMe, of

0

3

I
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#

-course, for maintaining standards of performance, requirementS for de-
.

grees,and so on; but students who attain adult status should take the

initiative in deciding what they want to study, where they want to study

it, and, perhaps to some degree at least, how they, want to study it.

7

Thus, certainly at the college ;eve', it makes sense to me to allow

students to choose a traditional versus a self-paced course in-a subject

area-of Merest, or to choose courses on the batrs'of interest and

aptitude and instructors on the basi's of what is known about their com-

petence and methods. If some,studentopprefer certain instructors because

they allow much choice)of assignments and independent student work, and

other students prefer other instructors because they have very clear,and

explicit course requ4Tements and a generally tightly organized approach

-to teaching and grading, why not let the students have the courses and

instructors they prefer? This approach certainly will maximize student

attitudes, and it probably will improve student achievement, so there is

every reason.to favor it,pendlng evidence to the contrary.

Similarly, although I. favor retaining the idea of a required set of

core courses to insre that individuals graduatjng with particular degrees

will have at least sampled a reasonably broad range of content, i can see

,_

many Advantages and few disadvantages to encouraging students to allbeate,

,. ,their optional obursework however they choose. Air-things, Considered, I

_..

suspect that students intensely interested in.telefively narrow subject

matter will get more out of intensive work in that subject than they would

get outof being forced to fake more courses in other areas. Conversely,

studentsewho have' not yet defined th,eir interests so rtarrowly,or precisOy
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probably are better off if they continue to sample different areas while

-trying, to "find themselves."

Thus, taking into account these developmental considerations, I would

place at least,bne limitation on the generalized cautions outlined pre.-

viously. This ks the idea that, oncestUdents nave attained adult status

to the point where schools no longer can or should attempt to socialize

them and instead should attempt to meet their expressed needs, schools

legitimately can abrndon attempts to remediate weakness areas and can

concentrate on pitching to strengths

Conclusion

. . .,.

-IndiVidual and group differences in social and peional ttbits have

potentiO iniplitations .for optimizing education to meal each student's

unique seeds, but the problem is very complex. Us4ally, neither pitching
-t.

to strengths nor trying-to shore up weaknesses will_ succeed, becabse

such oversimplified approaches cause more problems than they solve.

Furthermore, we lack agreement about the .ideal person and about the

functions of schools. Thus, we also lack agreement about the ideal student'

and about the ideal studen-t, role. Until and unless such agreeMent Cap be

reached, prescriptive adviCe can be given only for thase aspects upon

which there is.agreement. Other advice will be value, advocacy rather

than applied scientific psychology. '
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